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ABSTRACT. The Laurentide and }'ennoscandian ice sh eets had three major g laciation maxima during the 
Last Ice Age. A ll data from the southern margins of the ice sheets indicate tha t these maxima, as well as minor 
fluctuations, were synchronous. The same synchroneity is supposed to a ppl y a lso for correla tions b etween 
fluctua tions on the north and south m a rgins, which revea l a continuously southwa rd displacem ent of the 
distribution of g lacia tion during the L ast Ice Age. This southward displacemen t explains the saw-tooth 
pa ttern of .80 records from deep-sea cores in which the first glaciation maximum is under-represented due 
to its distribution m ore towards the north. The synchroneity is consistent with a global clima ti c control of the 
stadia l/interstad ial ch a nges and w ith the recorded globa l eusta ti c changes. The southward displacement of 
glacia tion seems to be a general ru le a lso applicable to ea rlier Pleistocene g lacia tions. 

R ESUM E. D eplacemenl veH le sud de la dislribulion de la glaciation pendanlles trois maxima du Demier Age Glaciaire. 
Au cours du D ernier Age Glaciaire, les ca lottes glacia ires d e Laurentide e t Fennosca ndian ont eu tro is princi
paux maxima. Toutes les observa tions fa ites aux franges m eridionales d e ces ca lottes indiquent que ces 
maxima, ai nsi que leurs petites flu ctuations, ont e te syn chrones. On suppo e que ceUe simulta neite est 
egalement vala ble pour des correla tions entre les flu ctua tions sur les franges nord et sud, qui re velent un 
deplacement continu vers le sud d e la distri bution d e la g lacia tion au COUl'S du D ernier Age Glaciaire. Ce 
deplacement vers le sud explique I'a llure en dents d e scie d es enregistrements d e la teneur en .80 provenant 
de ca roUes profondes dans lesquelles le premier maximum d e la glaciation es t sous-represente en ra ison de sa 
distribution plus septentrionale. L a simultaneile es t une h ypothese coherente avec un contra le global pa r le 
climat, des cha ngements stade glacia ire/stade interglacia ire, et avec les ch angemen ts eustatiques g lobaux 
qu'on a enregistre. Le deplacem ent vcr le sud de la g lac ia tion semble e tre une regie genera le egalement 
applicable aux glaciations preced entes du Pleistocene. 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG. Siidverlagenmg der Vereisllng wiihrend der drei Maxima der lelzlen Eiszeit. Wahrend der 
letz ten Eiszeit ha tten der Laurentidisch e und der Fennoska ndische Eisschild drei g rossere Vereisungsmaxima. 
Alle Daten uber die Sudrander dieser E isschildc zcigen, dass diese Maxima , ebenso wie kleinere Schwank
ungen, synchron waren. Diesselbe G leichzeiligkeit hiss t sich fur die W echselbeziehunge n zwischen 
Schwankungen a n d en Nord- und Sudrandern a nnehmen. woraus eine ko ntinuierli che Sud verlagerung 
der Vereisung wahrend der letzten E iszeil hervorgeht. Diese Sudverlagerung erklart das Sligezahn-Muster 
von .80-Aufzeichnungen aus Tiefsee-Bohrkernen, in d enen das Maximum d er erSlen Vereisung infolge von 
deren nordli cherer Lage schwacher zu m Ausdruck kommt. Die Gleichzeitigkeit iSI im Einklang mit einem 
weltweiten Ablauf der stadia len und inlerstadia len Klimaschwankungen und mil den fes tges te llten eusta li
schen Schwankungen. Die Stidverlagerung der Vcreisung scheint si ch a ls a llgemeingtdtig a uch a uf fruhere 
pleistozline Vereisungen anwenden zu lasscn. 

INTROD UCTION 

In a recent paper (Mbrner, 1974), I put forwal-d the theory that the European and North 
American ice sheets of the Last I ce Age were continuously displaced southward during the 
three main glaciation maxima and that this may explain the shape of 180 curves obtained 
from deep-sea cores (e.g. Emiliani , 1966). 

Broecker and van Donk (1970) suggested that the saw-tooth pattern of the .80 curves 
refl ect "gradual glacial buildups". However, a ll glacial records clearly indica te that this is 
not the case but that the Last I ce Age is characterized by three major glaciation maxima of 
roughly the same size (Mbrner, 1971 , 1972[a] , Cb]) though- as suggested by the author in 
the above-mentioned paper (Mbrner, 1974)- with a continuously southward displacement 
of the glacial distribution (the centre and margins) . 

DISCUSSION 

Numerous studies (e.g. Gross, 1967 ; Mbrner, 19 70, 1972[b] , 1973; Dreiman is and Karrow, 
1972; Mbrner and Dreimanis, 1973 ; Dreimanis and Raukas, 1975) have documented that 
not only do the major stadialjinterstadial changes, but also the second-order stadialjinter
stadial changes during the late Wisconsin- Weichselian , show a remarkable correlation on a 
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regional basis along the margins of the ice sheets as well as on an inte r-regional basis be tween 
the European and North American ice sheets . However, almost all of the data referring to 
the Laurentide- Cordilleran and the Fennoscandian ice sheets come from the southern, south
eastern and south-western margins of these ice sheets. The records from the northern margins 
and the north- south correlations were forgotten. Thanks to the studies by the Institute of 
Arctic and Alpine Research in Boulder, Colorado, a fairly detailed stratigraphy and chrono
logy have been established for the Baffin Island region. Because the outermost glaciation 
limit during the late Wisconsin was found to have been formed at about 8000 B.P. in Baffin 
Island, because the margin of error in the dating for the older periods was large and because 
the first glaciation maximum was the largest, the second was the second largest and the third 
(at 8 000 B.P. ) was the smalles t, Pheasant and Andrews (1972, 1973) and Andrews and others 
(1972) arrived at the conclusion that the ice-marginal fluctuations at the northern and southern 
margins of the Laurentide ice cap were out of phase. 

However, this north- south out-of-phase theory is disbelieved by the present author for the 
following reasons: 

( I) Both first- and second-order stadial/interstadial changes, as reflected in glacial, 
climatic and eustatic fluctuations , show such a remarkable global correlation (Mbrner, 
1970, 1971 , 1972[b] , 1973) that they must be closely controlled by global climatic 
changes, which also would have affected the Arctic region. 

(2) The major eustatic changes during the last 130000 years (Steinen and others, 1973; 
Chappeil, 1974) show major regressions and transgressions consistent with synchronous 
glacial changes. 

(3) The smaller Fennoscandian ice sheet shows synchronous ice-marginal fluctuations all 
around the ice cap, but with the centre and margins continuously displaced south 
westward (Mbrner, 1974, 1976) . 

It is therefore suggested that the Laurentide ice sheets underwent synchronous glacial volume 
changes, with the centre and margins continuously displaced southward and westward. 

This gives the following south- north correlations: Sangamon interglacial = Flitaway 
interglacial, Pre-St. Pierre or N icolet stadial (smallest) = Alikdjuak stadial (largest), St. 
Pierre interstadial = Quajon interstadial, early Wisconsin or Guildwood stadial = Nonasiak
Napiat stadial, mid-Wisconsin interstadial complex = Nonasiak/Kreager interval, late 
Wisconsin stadial (largest) = Kreager stadial with Cock burn maximum (smallest). Besides 
the southward displacement, there was a similar westward displacement. 

The corresponding south- north correlations of the Fennoscandian ice sheet are as follows 
(M6rner, 1974, fig. 2, 1976) : Eemian interglacial = Mikulinskiy interglacial , Pre-Brbrup 
stadial (smallest) = first glaciation maximum (largest), Brorup- Pilgrimstad interstadial = 
Mologo- Shenska- Karukula interstadial with a boreal transgression at the Kola Peninsula, 
early Weichselian or Anholt stadial = early Valday or Leningradskiy stadial, mid-Weichselian 
interstadial complex (Glumslov interstadial) = Grazhdanskiy Prospekt interstadial with an 
Arctic to Arctic-boreal transgression at the Kola Peninsula, late Weichselian or Brandenburg 
stadial (largest) = late Valday (smallest). 

Figure 1 gives a graph of the glacial volume changes of the Laurentide and Fennoscandian 
ice sheets during the Last Ice Age, including the regional north- south correlations and the 
inter-regional (trans-Atlantic) correlations. There are three major glaciation maxima (I- Ill ). 
These maxima had roughly the same volume, though the distribution was different: migrating 
from north to south with time. Prior to 50 000 B.P. the time-scale is so uncertain that no dates 
have been applied to the graph in Figure I. 

Certainly, many details remain to be determined before a final picture is established of the 
glacial volume changes and areal distribution changes of the Laurentide and Fennoscandian 
ice sheets during the Last Ice Age. However, Figure 1 is believed to show the fundamental 
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Fig. !. Ice-margin jluctuatiolls at the northern and sOllthem margins of the Lal/rentide and FellllosCtlndian ice sheets of the Last 
Ice Age. There are three synchronous glaciation maxima (I - Ill ), the distribution of which was continuously displaced 
southward. No time-scale is applied to the period prior to 5 0 000 B.P. The details ill the curves of the northern margins 
are not kllown but illferred from the analogy with the southern margin records. The deep-sea .80 records can only be under
stood if they (besides temperature and glacial volume) also rejlect this latitudinal distribution of glaciation, continuously 
displaced southward. 

chronological correlations and ex tensional differences between the fluctuations along the 
northern and southern margins of the two continental ice shee ts of the Last Ice Age. The 
corresponding geographical distribution of the Fennoscandian ice sheet has been given in a 
separate paper (Morner, 1974, fig. 2). 

CONCLUSIONS 

(I) The Laurentide and Fennoscandian ice sheets had three major maxima during the 
Last Ice Age. These maxima were of roughly the same size (disregarding the theory of 
"gradual glacial build-ups" ) . The distribution of these maxima was continuously displaced 
southward (south-westward in northern Europe and southward and westward in North 
America). This glacial migration explains the saw-tooth pattern of .80 curves from deep-sea 
cores. 

(2) As the 180 records of the previous ice ages possess a similar saw-tooth pattern, it is 
likely that the southward migration of the glacial distribution is typical for an ice age, i.e. the 
accumulation starts in high latitudes and gives rise to an initial glacial phase centred far to the 
north, this is displaced southward during the subsequent stadial jinterstadial changes, and 
finally reaches so far south that the subsequent warming causes a rapid end to the whole ice 
age (the " termination" by Broecker and van Donk (1970)) . 

(3) The ice-marginal fluctuations along the southern and northern margins of the 
Laurentide and Fennoscandian ice sheets were in phase (though of reversed order ofmagni
tude). This is consistent with a global climatic control of the major stadial jinterstadial 
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changes as well as of the minor fluctuations. It is also consistent with the recorded glacial 
eustatic changes. (Furthermore, it seems to rule out the criticism by Andrews and others 
(1974) for using south-margin data instead of north-margin data to interpret the Greenland 
180 curve.) 

(4) Much work remains to sharpen the details of the ice-marginal fluctuations around the 
ice sheets and of the corresponding geographical distribution of the ice sheets. Still, the north
south synchroneity and the southward migration of the ice sheets seem to be fundamental for 
the Last Ice Age, and possibly also for the previous ice ages. 

MS. received 20 October 1975 
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